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The Jarldom Part One Quest is to unlock a title to head out on your own, and get a palace to govern. Head to East-Randbridge Reservoir if you want to quest with the Thanes while you do this, there will be a Thane to talk to there. You can craft this yourself in the home smithing mission. The Jarldom Part Two Quest is a solo quest that asks you to escort the prisoner to the
Jarlryth Undermountain. There are other prisoners you can escort to dungeons, but they don't appear to be very useful. Go to the Undermountain Refuge to start this quest. Unsurprisingly, the prisoners are Skellige and need to be killed, but this isn't as simple as killing more'stronger' enemies in WvW. The Jarldom Part Three Quest is the final part of the Jarldom Quest.

This simply gives you the option to sort the prisoners by their crimes. You'll need to escort the prisoners to the Norscanmarch - here's itvd showing how to find the right kind of prison: You will have to pay an unusual amount of money in order to purchase Ivarstead. After that is completed, you will receive the deed for the house and the first job will be complete. From now
on, you will be a Jarl. If you are interested in buying lots of land to build a small city, you should move here. It can be a huge boost to your income and allow you to export lots of goods through your house. Relev: The Armor Enchanting prices are now a decimal rather than a float value . C.Location: The Antique Value has been removed. It was a typo. This should be Relev

and Relev for Jarl. Stats: I have added the Cleaning Inventory Report. There is also a request for it in the Tools page under Cleaning Inventories.
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Apart from buying and selling food at the inn, no merchants are available in Ivarstead. If fast travel is not an option or not desired, the quartermaster at the Rift Imperial Camp due south of town (or alternatively the Rift Stormcloak Camp due east of town across the lake) constitute the only nearby resupply. Become the Jarl of Ivarstead! Purchase your own castle, and
challenge your fellow nobles to test your might. This DLC will offer all players the ability to become the Jarl, a self-elected ruler of Ivarstead. The Jarl will have a castle made from a player-built component, and the able-to-spend Jarl will be able to acquire 20 new citizens, 8 new armors, and 9 new ways to drink. The Jarl will also enjoy the same benefits as all players: the
ability to maintain a town watch, the chance to build personal houses and warehouses, and the ability to use a tile based food merchant. Players will also enjoy several hours of lore-friendly quests, and even more hours of new gameplay in its own right! Become the Jarl of Ivarstead! The Companionship Quest is, unsurprisingly, to become a companion to Ivarstead. Give
him a name, then talk to his wife or representative. When enough companionship has been gained, you'll be 'officially' a part of Ivarstead. The quests are The Chieftain, Hard Sayings and The Traveller. The Traveller may be the most interesting for F2P players. It's an optional dungeon that provides a large wealth of resources and allows you to gather weapon smithing

materials. In addition to resources, you can also learn Scribe spells that will help with crafting. There is also a huge amount of gold, but sadly no staffs or armour to wear. 5ec8ef588b
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